
Protest and Tactics

The No M11 Link Road Campaign attracted hard 
core activists from around the country. Many came 
directly from the anti-road protests at Twford Down 
in Hampshire and Oxleas Wood in southeast 
London. These activists brought with them tactics 
and experience to add to the commitment of the 
local residents.

“I’ve done the non-violent direct action training… I just went limp… everybody else was screaming 
and screeching…but I just was silent and I said ‘young man… this is wrong that I should be carried 

off like this, a middle aged lady’” 
- Maureen Measure

Operation Roadblock was a month long rota of direct 
action to delay the progress of the road wherever builders 
were working, and involved a network of people signing 
up for a day of disruption.

“We were organically working with consensus, 
building up a network which didn’t 

have hierarchy” 
- John Stewart

The diversity of people involved and the lack of 
formal hierarchy meant that activists, residents and 
squatters could participate in the campaign and the 
lifestyle as much or as little as they wanted to.

“I would actually see, sometimes, with a can of 
special brew, some of those very vulnerable people 
joining in on those protests where you climb over 

the fences and climb onto a digger and 
“say stop the road!”

- Anonymous

The direct action approach had creativity at its core: 
as much as physically blockading bulldozers, and 
resisting eviction, the tactics maintained a theatrical 
edge.

“We’ve forced the Department of Transport to come 
and play our game to evict us: we’ve created the stage, 

this is our drama, and they’ve got to come on as the 
villain. ‘When are you showing up villain? Ah, right! 
Finally you’re here. Now we can mock you, villain’”

– Roger Geffen

In April 1994, activists decided to make a surprise visit to 
the home of John Macgregor, then Minister for 
Transport. Early that morning they climbed up on the 
roof, and dropped a symbolic motorway through his 
house.

‘‘We took a ladder to get on the roof. [There’s a] 
lovely bit of footage – about 6/6.30 in the morning a 
little posse with the ladder going through Highgate 

Woods … and Paul turns to the camera and slyly says 
…‘if anybody asks what we’re 

doing, we’re making a film called The Ladder’’’…
- Roger Geffen
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